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The Saibara Song Yamashiro and the 
Poetic Location Koma no watari
YAMASAKI Kaoru
Saibara ??? are a genre of sung court lyric popular during the Heian 
period. Among these, considering the large number of waka poems that make 
reference to its lyrics, the saibara song Yamashiro ?? seems to have been 
particularly well-liked. One phrase deriving from these lyrics is the ?poetic 
location? utamakura ??, lit. ?poem-pillow?? Koma no watari. The usual 
interpretation of watari in this phrase sees it as referring to the ?area around? 
?watari? the place known as Koma ? ?in southern Yamashiro province, modern 
Kizugawa ??? City, Kyoto Prefecture?. However, in waka poems after 
the late Kamakura and early Muromachi periods, Koma no watari is instead 
interpreted as referring to a crossing ?watari? of the Kizu River. The purpose of 
this paper is to clarify how the latter interpretation of Koma no watari that we 
find in such waka poems came into being.
The paper points out two contributing factors. The first is the prior 
existence at the location Koma of a famous crossing of the Kizu River called 
Izumigawa no watari ??? . The word watari as it appears in poem ???? 
of the Man?y?sh? ??? is interpreted as referring to this crossing. The late 
Kamakura and early Muromachi periods were an era when research into the 
Man?y?sh? was particularly active. I argue that under the influence of the watari 
referenced in Man?y?sh? ????, Koma no watari and Izumigawa no watari came 
to be regarded as one and the same.
The second factor is the use of the saibara song Yamashiro in the Special 
Festival of Iwashimizu Hachimang? ?????? Shrine, as the song sung 
when dancers would run their horses from Settsu ?? ?modern Osaka? to 
Yamashiro ?modern Kyoto?. The place Koma was in fact frequently used as a 
?pivot-word? ?kakekotoba ??? to reference koma, a homophonous word 
for horse. Given this, I conclude that in the context of the Special Festival at 
Iwashimizu, koma no watari was taken to refer to the horse crossing ?wataru? 
the border between Settsu and Yamashiro, which in turn influenced the 
interpretation of koma no watari as the place where one would cross ?wataru? 
the Kizu River.
